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Introduction Probe DeSCription Independent Data Verification Observations of Nighttime Equatorial Holes

Since August 2006, the FPMU has been operated dUring several
data sessions and is meeting its primary requirement of providing
floating potential measurements of the ISS and its secondary
requirement of providing measurements of the local ionospheric
plasma. It will continue lD operate dUring intermittent data
campaigns at least through 2008 and possibly through 2010.
Potential science goals of interest to the I-T community that could
be addressed by the FPMU indude:
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'Spread-F density perturbations, 'Motion of light ion troughs
and plasmapause boundary during geomagnetic storms.
'Storm time variations of density and temperatures in
equatorial anomaly regions. ·EIectron temperature and density
associated with sub-auroral ion drift (SAID) regions. 'Electron
temperatures in stable auroral red (SAR) arcs. 'Collaborative
studies with ground based remote sensing (ISR, ionosonde)
and space based in-situ (CINOFS. CHAMP, COSMIC, GPS
ionospheric tomography) sensors. 'Validation of real-time
ionospheric forecast models (GAIM, etc.) 'Interaction of large
vehicles with ionospheric plasma,

Figure 10 Dsl, Kp, and auroral
electrClJ8t actJVlty Indices for March 9,
2008. Day 069

Summary and Future Operations

Since operation started in 2006, the FPMU plasma probes, WLP,
NLP, and PIP have observed several nighttime equatorial holes
extending to densities below 1x1010 m-3. Figure 9below shows
continuous examples of deep density cavities during active
geomagnetic conditions occurring on March 9, 2006. Parlels in
Figure 10 present the geomagnetic indices lor this day.

Figure 9 Several equatonal density
holes observed sequentially by the
Ih'LP on March 9, 2008 Day 069
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Figure 5 DIfference
If'l denSlbeS between
TIMED GUVl and
\M.P on 20061217

Figure S D1rerence
If'l denSItIes between
DIAS d,grsondes and
'M...P on several days
In 2006

Figure 7 DIfference
In densities between
MtRslone HiJllSR and
\fIJLP on 20071062.

Figure 8 DIfference
mtemperatures
den'll'ed between
Mlnstone HfIIISR and
NLP on 2OO7J062
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Data Verification - Densities

Data Verification - Temperatures
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The density and temperatures derived from the WLP and NLP
Langmuir probes were compared to measurements from the
incoherent scatter radar (ISR) at Millstone Hill, the European Digital
Upper Atmosphere Server (DIAS) digisondes. and the TIMED
Global Ultraviolet Imager (GUVI). Differences between the WLP
and these instruments are given below where the difference =
differencelaverage of the two measurements. (Coffeyet aI., 2008).
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Sample Data

For each Langmuir probe. the voltage varies from low to high
over one second and from high to low the next second with the
collected current measured in two gain channels.

Figures 4summarizes FPMU data lor orbit day 20071062. The
top panel contains floating potential measurements from the FPP,
WLP, and NLP. The ISS charges negative with respect to the
plasma (graphed as apositive number here). The middle panel
shows the density derived from the PIP, WLP, and NLP. The
bottom panel shows the electron temperature derived from the
WLP and NLP. (Wright et aI., 2008)

FPMU Operation Record

T.ble 2 OperatlOO dates of FPMU Instrument surte

FIgUre 4 Sample data from each of the FPMU four probes trom 20071062.

WLe -agold-plated sphere of radius 5.08 cm that performs a
2,048-point voltage sweep from -20 Vto 80 Vrelative to chassis
ground. Two different voltage step sizes (25 mV and 250 mV) are
used. An intemal heater allows surface cleaning.

Eff - agold·plated sphere of radius 5.08 cm isolated from
chassis ground by approximately 10" O.

fIE -a short dipole antenna eJectricalIy isolated from the ISS that
measures the electrical impedance at 256 steps from 1()() KHz to
20 MHz. in one second and tracks the UHF resonance at 512 Hz.

lli.e - agold-plated cylinder with radius 1.43 cm and length 5.08
em that performs a 512-point voltage sweep from -4.85 Vto
-+4.85 Vabout a reference potential determined by the FPP. A
constant voltage step size of 12 mV is used.

Figure 3. FPMU layout
(SWenson at al , 2003)

Figure 2. Typal ISS ground traclc.
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The Intemational Space Station orbit provides an ideal platform
for in-situ studies of space weather effects on the mid and low
latitude F-2 region ionosphere. The Floating Potential
Measurement Unit (FPMU) operating on the ISS since Aug 2006.
is a suite of plasma instruments: a Floating Potential Probe
(FPP), a Plasma Impedance Probe (PIP), a Wide-sweep
langmuir Probe (WLP), and a Narrow-sweep Langmuir Probe
(NLP). This instrument package provides a new opportunity lor
collaborative multi-instrument studies of the F-region ionosphere
during both quiet and disturbed periods. This presentation first
describes the operational parameters for each of the FPMU
probes and shOWS examples of an intra-instrument validation.
We then show comparisons with the plasma density and
temperature measurements derived from the TIMED GUVI
ultraviolet imager, the Millstone Hill ground based incoherent
scatter radar, and DIAS digisondes, Finally we show one of
several observations of night-time equatorial density holes
demonstrating the capabilities of the probes lor monitoring mid
and low latitude plasma processes.

FiAW'e 1. FPMU
depby@d on the ISS
starboard 81 truss

The FPMU operatiOn is autonomous with either an on or off state.
The only control is over the operation of a heater in the WLP. The
FPMU is mounted to acamera port and its data is transmitted via
the Ku-band. The camera interface allows lor high bandwidth 
6,776 12-bit words each seoond. For 2007 the AOS for the KlI
band is -60%-65%.
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